Site-directed mutagenesis allows one to study only a minor We present a comprehensive analysis of amino acid substifraction of the astronomical number of substitutions that can tution patterns (sets of residues in a position of a multiple occur among several related proteins (for a review, see Baldwin alignment) and conservation of physicochemical properties and Matthews, 1994) . There have been relatively few attempts in alignments of protein sequences. Of the one million at a comprehensive statistical analysis of substitution patterns. possible substitution patterns, only a few hundred account Some studies have been byproducts of scoring matrix calculafor the majority of aligned positions. Very similar distributions; the underlying pairwise amino acid substitution probabiltions of substitution patterns are observed in all but one ities (Dayhoff et al., 1978; or frequencies of the diverse databases of multiple alignments. In these of co-occurrences of residue pairs (target frequencies, Henikoff substitution patterns we analyzed the conservation of 511 and Henikoff, 1992; Johnson and Overington, 1993) . Risler physicochemical and steric amino acid properties. Highest et al. (1988) studied substitutions in three-dimensional strucconservation was observed in those steric and transfer free tures of proteins and identified four strong clusters of amino energy-related properties that are crucial for folding. The acid substitutions. Kapp et al. (1995) estimated the limits to best conserved steric properties include the minimal width the number of amino acid substitutions per position and the of the side chains and their interactions with other residues. variation in volume in an analysis of 84 positions in 700 Among the hydrophobicity-related properties, charge and extremely diverse globin sequences. Han and Baker's (1995) those properties that provide information on propensities cluster analysis on selected multiple alignments of the HSSP to form secondary structures or side chain conformation, database (Schneider and Sander, 1996) indicated that most appear to be better conserved than pure hydrophobicity 'recurring patterns of variations at single positions' contain measures. Physicochemical sequence analysis based on the three or more residues. They observed that the most frequent most conserved properties is expected to aid searching a patterns conserve hydrophobicity, in accordance with earlier protein sequence query against a database of multiple observations (Baldwin and Matthews, 1994) . Han and Baker alignments, prediction of secondary and tertiary structures (1995) , however, analyzed conservation of just one of the over and protein engineering. 100 diverse hydrophobicity properties that have been described Keywords: amino acid properties/amino acid substitution/ in the literature. The individual patterns obtained by all of hydrophobicity/multiple alignment/protein folding these authors will be compared with our observations in the Results and discussion section.
Here we report a robust and comprehensive analysis of Introduction substitution patterns (SPs) of 1-20 possible residues in posiHow do amino acid sequences determine protein folds? What tions of multiple alignments observed in nine databases. are the major underlying physicochemical forces? Using a Frequencies of SPs in the databases and in a simulation comprehensive analysis of millions of residues in several using pairwise substitution probabilities are compared. Our thousands of multiply aligned protein sequences we try to substitution patterns are simplified and more robust representaimprove our understanding of these complex problems. Here tions of profile-like residue frequencies in aligned positions we try to discover new, robust, universal tendencies in the (Gribskov et al., 1987 (Gribskov et al., , 1990 Gribskov, 1994; Lüthy et al. , tolerance to amino acid substitutions first described by Dayhoff 1994) . In the Methods section we demonstrate the advantages et al. (1978) . Since three-dimensional structures are better of this new representation. It is used to analyze large databases conserved than sequences, most residues that substitute for of multiple alignments to address the following questions: each other in an aligned position in related sequences should not Which and how many SPs account for the majority of alter folding significantly. Conservation of three-dimensional protein variation? Which are the most conserved of the 511 structure requires these residues to be similar in critical physicochemical/steric properties studied? In particular, which physicochemical properties: the more critical a property is for of the numerous hydrophobicity-related properties are folding and the function of the protein, the more conserved it conserved best? Are the results robust over all databases should be across aligned positions in related sequences. This (constructed using different programs, parameters and scoring motivates our identification of the most conserved amino acid matrices)? Do the multiple alignments simulated using probabilities of pairwise amino acid substitutions yield similar results? properties in multiple alignment databases. A quantitative
Methods and data
in this position or the substitutions should be neutral in that position. Second, consider an example a position with Substitution patterns in multiple alignments alanines in seven of the mammalian sequences and in a For the analysis of conservation of residues in a position single bacterial sequence, but with glycines in two other of a multiple alignment, only the presence or absence of mammalian sequences. Using the 8/10 frequency of alanines residues is considered. A substitution pattern (SP) is defined and the 2/10 frequency of the glycines would lead to the as the non-repetitive combination of 1-20 residue types gross overestimation of the conservation, as the position is (e.g. [alanine] , [alanine-glycine] , [alanine-glycine-serine], not conserved even within mammals and there is no ..., [all 20 residues]) observed in a position of a multiple information on conservation within the bacteria. Sequence alignment of related proteins. For example, all positions weighting is not a remedy for overestimation when all the with only alanines and glycines are considered as the same mammalian sequences are otherwise more similar to each [alanine-glycine] SP, regardless of the counts of these other than to the bacterial sequence. residues. Thus, for any number of aligned sequences, there
The most frequent SPs are robust to sequencing errors. exist only (2 20 -1) ϭ 1 048 575 possible SPs, i.e. nonTake as an example a probably pessimistic error rate of repetitive combinations of 1,2, ..., 20 amino acid types. As 0.005 at the amino acid level. As the average alignment in only a small percentage of these SPs are observed and the the PROBMIN database covers about six sequences, the majority of variable positions are covered by less than 400 probability of an erroneous SP is 6ϫ0.005 ϭ 0.03. This SPs (see below), the current databases provide large enough possible error in the observed frequency of, e.g., the samples for statistical analyses.
[isoleucine-valine] SP of 1.73%ϫ0.03 ϭ 0.0519%, which Our representation of SPs is rooted in profile-like is too small to affect our conclusions materially. Also, approaches, i.e. frequencies of residues aligned at a position.
randomly distributed errors reduce the observed frequencies Direct application of positional residue frequencies for the of the most abundant SPs (on which our conclusions are analysis of conservation, however, reveals five sampling and based) and increase the observed frequencies of rare SPs. data presentation problems that seem to be insurmountable
In other words, these errors probably strengthen, rather than at present. (i) If counts were considered in aligning 20 weaken, our conclusions. sequences, for example, one would have to calculate statistics SPs are, however, sensitive to aligning false relatives, on 20 20 ϭ 69 billion different patterns. Since this number which would produce large number of false SPs. Therefore, is 100 000 times greater than the number of positions in this analysis must be limited to alignments of such sequences databases of multiple alignments (see below), most of the for which the common function and evolutionary origin can patterns could never be observed in the current databases.
be assessed either by statistical inference based on highly (ii) Even if extremely large databases were available, a fair similar sequences (e.g. sequence identity over 50% over presentation of such statistics would require prohibitive segments extending to over 100 residues), biochemical volume. Data could be aggregated by cluster analysis (Risler experiments, or the similarity of the three-dimensional et Everitt, 1993; Han and Baker, 1995) but structures. Alignment errors, per se, appear to have minimal different methods and parameters of cluster analysis may effects on distributions of the most frequent SPs, which are yield widely different results. As no best method and best similar in databases containing either gapped or ungapped set of parameters exist, selection of them would have to be alignments (see Results). Comparisons with the PROBMIN highly subjective (Everitt, 1993) . Therefore, direct observadatabase are particularly informative since alignment errors tions that need no cluster analysis yield less ambiguous were minimized by setting the multiple high-scoring segment results. (iii) We show that random fluctuations may dominate probability of P ഛ 10 -250 for gapless alignments (see the estimates of positional frequencies of residues. In a Appendix I). simplified binomial model, consider as an example four The present study is limited to analyzing the direct 'statistically independent' sequences. Suppose that the probabfrequencies of SPs. This is because it is not very meaningful ility of occurrence of either alanine or glycine in a position to analyze the over-or underrepresentations of SPs compared is 1/2. Then, by the binomial model, the probability of to some random model. Random models (binomial, trinomial, observing (AAGG) is only P ϭ 6/16; P(AGGG) ϭ ..., n-nomial distributions) do not apply to the occurrences P(AAAG) ϭ 4/16; P(AAAA) ϭ P(GGGG) ϭ 1/16 (the of residues in an aligned position, which are highly dependent order of residues is immaterial). The high probability of the events. Also, we do not know whether the SPs with leucine incorrect frequency estimates (f A ϭ 0; f A ϭ 1/4; f A ϭ are so frequent because the leucine residues themselves are 3/4) indicate the need for several, relatively independent also frequent, or leucine residues are frequent because they sequences or an even higher number of related (dependent) can substitute other residues relatively easily. sequences. (iv) Positional residue frequencies should not Handling bias be biased by taxonomic sampling. Over-representation of mammalian sequences, for example, could be compensated Bias in sequence selection (motifs defined by experts, protein families defined using scoring matrices, etc.) and in by sequence weighting. However, these methods either assign somewhat arbitrary weights to sequences farthest alignments (algorithms, scoring matrices, gap placement, gap penalty values and sequence weighting) may influence the from the center of the family at the open sides of the Voronoi polyhedra (Sibbald and Argos, 1990 ; Vingron frequencies of SPs. Though biases cannot be eliminated entirely, if the biases are different in widely divergent and Sibbald, 1993) or they require sometimes uncertain phylogenetic trees (Altschul et al., 1989; Gotoh, 1995). (v) databases (gapped or gapless multiple alignments generated by different methods and scoring matrices, Table I ), chances Using positional residue frequencies tends to overestimate conservation. First, in a position which contains nine alanines are lower of obtaining similar artifactual results. One could argue, e.g. that the high frequency of [isoleucine-valine] SP and a single glycine, either both residues must be functional Smith, 1990, 1992) . g Aligned by the MAP program (Huang, 1994) using the PAM250 scoring matrix (Dayhoff et al., 1978) . h Aligned by the CLUSTALW program (Thompson et al., 1994) using the BLOSUM62 scoring matrix (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992) .
is caused by systematic bias in scoring, as the BLOSUM62 22 416 alignments, providing higher coverage of sequences (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992), PAM120 (Dayhoff et al., than any of the other alignment databases. This database was 1978; Altschul, 1991) and other scores for isoleucine-valine constructed by clustering sequences in the Entrez protein pairwise substitutions are higher than the score for isoleucinesequence database (NCBI). Clustering was performed on the leucine substitutions. Such scores always align valine to BLAST probabilities obtained from searching each sequence isoleucine and never to leucine in the gapped alignment against the Entrez database. The maximal linkage clustering below:
algorithm (Everitt, 1993) ensured that within a cluster no ...LI... sequence pair was more distant than the specified BLAST ...-V... probability. Sequence families were then aligned using the even though in some cases PIMA program Smith, 1990, 1992) . ...LI...
The three EntrezClus10 databases were constructed by ...V-... aligning only those families in the PIMA database with 10 or is the correct alignment (as shown by three-dimensional more sequences. This provides a better representation of the structures or by other sequences with ...VI... in these positions).
variability in proteins than families with only a few members. When calculating frequencies of SPs, this effect would cause Sequences in each family were aligned using three different an unjustified increase in the frequency of [isoleucine-valine] programs and three different scoring matrices: (i) PIMA using SPs at the cost of [leucine-valine] SPs. The systematic nature the amino acid covering classes matrix (Smith and Smith, of the bias can be eliminated using identity matrices (all 1990 Worley et al., 1995) ; (ii) MAP (Huang, 1994) identities assigned the same positive, all mismatches are using the PAM250 scoring matrix (Dayhoff et al., 1978) ; assigned the same negative score) and gapless alignments. We and (iii) CLUSTALW (Thompson et al., 1994 ) using the do not know whether the identity matrix and the gapless BLOSUM62 scoring matrix (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992) . alignments introduce other biases or not, but the preference Four other databases of multiple alignments were also for high-scoring substitutions is definitely eliminated that way.
analyzed. The PIR-ALN database (George et al., 1996) globally Still, the most frequent SPs follow very similar distributions aligns selected superfamilies of the Protein Identification in most databases irrespective of the alignment methods and Resource (PIR) sequence database. The Families of Structurally scoring matrices, indicating that these biases are relatively Similar Proteins (FSSP) database (Holm and Sander, 1996) is unimportant.
based on structural rather than sequence similarity. Initially, Databases of multiple alignments three-dimensional structures of proteins are globally aligned. In the next step, significantly similar sequences with no known Descriptions of all databases, links to them and the detailed three-dimensional structure are added to the global alignments. results of this study are accessible on our World-Wide-Web PRINTS (Attwood et al., 1996) is a database of short, moderpage (Ladunga and Smith. 1996) . The PROBMIN Database ately variable, gapless alignments. The BLOCKS database was developed using a method with fundamentally different (Pietrokovski et al., 1996) contains short and ungapped alignand probably much less bias in sequence selection prejudices, ments generated from sequences matching PROSITE motifs scoring matrices and gap penalty values than in the other (Bairoch et al., 1996) . databases. The methods used to construct this database are
We have also compared the SP frequency distributions of briefly described in Appendix I.
real multiple alignments with alignments produced by PAMThe Pattern Induced Multiple Alignment (PIMA) database Smith, 1990, 1992; Worley et al., 1995) contains like evolutionary model (Dayhoff et al., 1978) (Table I) . SPs with two, three and four residues Conservation of physicochemical, steric and other properties account for 73, 20 and 5% of the variable positions, respectof amino acids in multiple alignments was analyzed for 511 ively, and no SP with more than eight residues was observed. quantitative properties. The AAINDEX Database (Nakai et al.,
As mentioned above, these results hold primarily for alignments 1988; Tomii and Kanehisa, 1996) included 406 stereo-, of significantly similar segments of proteins. In the BLOCKS physicochemical and other properties. G. Mocz (1995 and database, however, 5050 SPs account for half of the variable unpublished) kindly provided bond, electronegativity and sites, over 10 times more than in any other database. The entropy values and several other chemical properties less reason for this discrepancy may be that BLOCKS covers frequently used by the biological community. Further properties sequences for which neither significant sequence nor structural were taken from the literature (see Ladunga and Smith, 1996) . similarity nor common function has been established. SPs are The variation index for amino acid properties sensitive to even a small percentage of false relatives, which We do not measure conservation, but its inverse, variation.
can generate a large number of false SPs. Variation of a property (e.g. hydropathy; Kyte and Doolittle,
The frequencies of SPs (including fully conserved residues) 1982) within a single SP is the difference between the highest rank similarly in all of the databases ( Figure 1 and Table II How do these data compare with earlier observations? Han Division by either the standard deviation or by the total range and Baker (1995) found that in alignments that include would produce an unjustifiably low variation for positions divergent sequences, {isoleucine-valine} was the most frequent not containing tryptophan (which is the scarcest residue).
'recurring pattern of variation at a single position' (which also Comparing these variations to those of properties with more takes into account positional residue frequencies), {isoleucine-evenly distributed values (like most propensities to form β-leucine-methionine} the second and {phenylalanine-tryptopleated sheets) would be unrealistic. Therefore, we ignore the phan-tyrosine} the third. Similarly, most of their other patterns five residues with the highest and the lowest property values agree with our SPs. However, {alanine-glycine} was not (e.g. the five most and the five least hydrophobic residues) among their 13 most frequent patterns and they observed and normalize the variation by dividing by the range of the {asparagine-aspartic acid-histidine} to be more frequent than remaining 10 residues. The c j variation index for property j is the pattern {aspartic acid-glutamic acid}. This latter result is given by in slight discordance with both our SP frequencies and the expectation that an acidic residue is more easily replaced by
the other acidic residue than by any other residue (Dayhoff c et al., 1978) . The extreme rarity of fully conserved positions R j, 50% and the higher frequency of SPs with three residues was probably caused, in part, by the high divergence of the aligned proteins and the large number (20 or more) of aligned sequences where N ϭ 1 048 575 is the theoretically possible number of in Han and Baker's data set. SPs; f i is the frequency of SP i; max(r k, j )and min(r k, j ) are the k∈i k ∈ i Risler et al. (1988) performed cluster analysis on amino acid maximal and minimal r k,j values of property j among the substitutions detected by superpositions of three-dimensional residues k present in SP i; and R j,50% is the range of values of structures of proteins. Their 'strong clusters' were defined as property j disregarding the 5-5 highest and lowest values.
cases where 'the objects are always clustered together'. In Variations of discrete-valued properties (charge, etc.) are norterms of this definition, clusters with alanine residues were malized by dividing by half of the total range. considered weak, since alanines substitute with several other residues. Four clusters of substitutions were identified. Three Results and discussion of the four clusters ({isoleucine-valine}, {leucine-methionine} A few substitution patterns dominate the variable positions and {phenylalanine-tyrosine}) correspond to our most frequent SPs, only the {arginine-lysine-glutamine} cluster is much Results on almost all databases indicate that an extremely low number of SPs account for the majority of positions, while more prevalent than in our data. The frequencies of the most abundant SPs with two residues more than a million other theoretically possible SPs are not observed in any database. Half of the variable positions are are very similar in the different databases (with the exception of BLOCKS), irrespective of the divergence of the aligned covered by fewer than 65 SPs in the PROBMIN, PIMA and PIR-ALN databases and by fewer than 400 SPs in the sequences (as measured by the proportion of fully conserved positions, Figure 1 and Table I) . Apparently, about as many EntrezClus10, PRINTS and FSSP databases (Table I) . In all databases, the distribution of SPs is extremely uneven. In the fully conserved positions mutate into two-residue SPs as two- Fig. 1 . Substitution patterns (SPs or combinations) of aligned amino acids most similar to each other in steric and hydrophobicity parameters account for most positions in multiple alignment databases. We show frequencies of the 15 most abundant SPs with two residues; they follow similar order in most of the databases. For SPs with three or four residues, see Table II . Frequencies are expressed in percentages of all positions, including fully conserved ones. Databases, a, BLOCKS (Pietrokovski et al., 1996) ; b, EntrezClus10 (I.Ladunga and R.F.Smith, unpublished) aligned by CLUSTALW (Thompson et al., 1994) ; c, EntrezClus10 (I.Ladunga and R.F.Smith, unpublished) aligned by MAP (Huang, 1994); d, EntrezClus10 (I.Ladunga and R.F.Smith, unpublished) aligned by PIMA ; e, PRINTS (Attwood et al., 1996) ; f, FSSP (Holm and Sander, 1996) ; g, PIR-ALN (George et al., 1996) ; h, PIMA ; and i, PROBMIN (I.Ladunga and R.F.Smith, unpublished).
residue SPs mutate into three-or four-residue SPs. Our ensure robust frequency estimations. These frequencies, in simulation using the PAM model of molecular evolution and turn, allow the reliable identification of the most conserved Jones et al. 's (1992) substitution probabilities also produced a amino acid properties. similar distribution of SPs (Table III) as long as the proportion
The distributions of the most frequent SPs are very robust of the conserved positions was not much different than in the over those databases where the proportion of fully conserved PROBMIN database (62%). However, the frequencies of the positions is 30% or above. Frequencies of the most frequent most abundant two-residue SPs increase as the proportion of SPs are highly correlated in most databases and simulated conserved residues decrease (Table III) . This is different from alignments. This can be shown by selecting, e.g., the 100 SPs the real alignments because the high variance of mutability with two or more residues that are the most frequent in the among individual positions in real proteins: some positions PROBMIN database. Frequencies of these SPs were correlated do not tolerate any substitutions and other positions can in all possible pairs of databases (Table III, TALW, PRINTS databases as well as to the alignments simulated by the amino acid substitution probability matrix. Our conclusions below are based on the frequencies of the Naturally, the simulated alignments are extremely similar to few hundred SPs that account for more than half of the each other irrespective of the percentage of conserved positions positions in most databases. The several thousand positions covered by each of these SPs is a large enough sample to (30-70%). The BLOCKS database displays lower correlations. 96.77 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 0.997 0.995 JTT60 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 0.999 JTT70 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Upper triangle matrix: frequencies of the most abundant SPs are highly correlated in the different data sets (databases or simulated alignments). Correlation coefficients for the frequencies of 100 selected abundant SPs with two or more residues (those that are most frequent in the PROBMIN database) in each pair of data sets. Lower triangle matrix: The same SPs dominate most data sets. Take each pair of data sets where H is the data set with a higher, L is with the lower number of observed SPs. Percentages of those SPs are shown that (i) account for the half of the variable positions in L and (ii) also are among the SPs that account for half of the variable positions in H.
The similarity of the frequency distributions of the most Conservation of amino acid properties abundant SPs in different data sets (databases and the simulated Presumably the most conserved amino acid properties are alignments) is shown by the following pairwise comparisons.
those that are critical for conserving protein structure or Let H and L be any two of the data sets with higher and lower function. To identify these critical properties, we calculated number of SPs, respectively. We calculated the percentage of the variation index for each property (e.g. for hydropathy; those SPs that (i) account for half of the variable positions in Kyte and Doolittle, 1982) using SP frequencies, as described in Methods. Using our normalized variation index, all of the L; and (ii) are among those SPs that account for half of the amino acid properties can be compared, irrespective of their variable positions in H as well. For the different {H,L} data unit of measurement. set pairs, this percentage ranges between 73 and 100% (Table  III, lower triangle) . For all {H,L} database pairs, all of the Conserved steric properties. SPs occupying half of the variable sites in L are found in the Properties associated with the dimensions and conformations of SPs accounting for 90% of variable sites in H (data not shown). residues are extremely conserved (Table IV) . The STERIMOL minimal width of the side chain, known to be critical in protein Thus, the same set of SPs dominate most data sets. (Charton and Charton, 1983) 47 0.248 Information for accessibility; fraction 23% accessible (Biou et al., 1988) 48 0.249 Number of nitrogen atoms (Mocz, 1995) 49 0.250 A contact number (Nishikawa and Ooi, 1980) 50 0.250 Average side chain orientation angle (Meirovitch et al., 1980) Conserved properties have low normalized variation index. The average of the variation index over the 511 amino acid properties is 0.448 and the maximum is 2.170. Almost all of the most conserved properties are related to free energy of transfer from the exterior to the interior of the protein (proportional to hydrophobicity) or the shape and size of the residues, properties crucial for protein folding.
packing (Fauchere et al., 1988) , is the most conserved property. tion for hydrophobicity (Dayhoff et al., 1978) , solvent accessibility (Rost and Sander, 1994) and similar properties. High The second most conserved property, the helix termination conservation is probably due to the major role of transfer free parameter (Finkelstein et al., 1991) , expresses not only propenenergy in protein folding (Nozaki and Tanford, 1971) . Such sities to form or terminate secondary structures, but also the conservation may indicate the tolerated degrees of alterations charge of residues and the immutability of prolines. in this energy and the consequent changes in folding. Therefore, Conserved properties related to the free energy of transfer it is of particular interest which of the Ͼ100 diverse theoretical (hydrophobicity).
approaches or experimental techniques used in estimating the Most of the other highly conserved properties are related to free energy of transfer yield the most conserved measure. the free energy of transfer of a side chain from the exterior to (i) The charge and the charge donor capacity are the best the interior of the protein (Table IV) . This is in accordance with earlier observations that indicated a high level of conservaconserved hydrophobicity properties. In terms of these discrete measures, substituting a charged residue by a Distinctive properties of the most frequent SPs neutral one causes a change of ϩ1 or -1, while substitutAbove we presented a statistical analysis of the most ing a hydrophobic residue by another causes no alteration conserved properties in the frequency-weighted average of in charge. These properties are more conserved than the all SPs. Below, individual analyses show that many frequent continuous-valued hydrophobicity measures.
SPs consist of the most hydrophobic/hydrophilic residues, (ii) The direction of the hydrophobic moment (Eisenberg or residues with the highest propensities to form secondary and McLachlan, 1986 ) is the best conserved continuousstructures. In general, residues forming each top-frequent valued hydrophobicity measure. These moments in SP have extreme values of one or more critical properties. neighboring segments of secondary structures are [Isoleucine-valine] is the most frequent SP in all databases; known to oppose each other, consequently they are these residues share the highest propensities to form β-sheets well conserved in α-helices and β-pleated sheets (in 14 different indices, see Ladunga and Smith, 1996) ; the (Eisenberg et al., 1982) .
highest graph shape indices; and the highest minimum width (iii) The transfer free energy of non-blocked amino acids of the side chain. Among all pairs of residues, their steric from the solution of 0.10 M NaCl to the surface similarity is the highest, as expressed by the partial specific (Bull and Breese, 1974 ) is another highly conserved volume, bulkiness, apparent partial specific volumes and Charhydrophobicity property. Kyte and Doolittle (1982) did ton's (1981) steric parameter. They are considered the most not regard this measure as a good estimate of the hydrophobic and the most often buried residues and, accordtransfer free energy. Their arguments are as follows: ingly, transfer with the highest free energy from the exterior (a) the zwitterionic free amino acids used are too to the interior of the protein. These residues also have extremely different from charge-blocked residues; and (b) high mean oxidation numbers (Mocz, 1995) . This SP is more modeling the interior of the protein by surface tension common than either fully conserved cysteines, histidines, may not be adequate. Whether or not the observed methionines or tryptophans. [Isoleucine-leucine] , the fourth high conservation is due to effects of hydrogen bonds most frequent SP, has similar characteristics to [isoleucineor other factors remains to be verified. valine], but in most properties isoleucine is more similar to (iv) The mean polarity (Radzicka and Wolfenden, 1988) valine than to the non-branching leucine. calculated from distributions of residues in layers of Leucine is involved in 16 of the 80 most frequent multithree-dimensional structures of proteins (Guy, 1985) residue SPs. Leucine easily replaces (or is replaced by) other and also the mean fractional area loss (Rose et al., hydrophobic residues and even hydrophilic ones that have 1985) are more sophisticated measures than the extended side chains (serine, threonine, tyrosine, glutamine, simplistic binary classification of being either buried lysine, etc.). Only 53% of leucines occur in fully conserved or exposed. The mean fractional area loss is proportional positions of the PROBMIN database (the unweighted average to the hydrophobic contribution to the conformational of the 20 residues is 65.3%), while 57% of alanines are found free energy, unlike fractional accessibilities (the mean in conserved positions ( Table IV) . Recall that this is not the accessible area of a residue divided by its standard same as pairwise mutability: in SPs, even a single substitution state area), which are intrinsic measures (independent in a position of a multiple alignment excludes conservation. of the magnitude of hydrophobic contributions). For
In pairwise mutability data, however, leucine-leucine pairs in example, a bulky arginine residue loses a large area a position of a multiple alignment decrease mutability even if upon folding, but its fractional accessibility still remains substitutions are present. In that sense, alanine is the most high owing to the large unburied area. mutable residue (Dayhoff et al., 1978; . It (v) For hydropathy (Kyte and Doolittle, 1982) , a measure is unclear whether leucine is the most frequent residue (9.3% that combines water-vapor transfer free energies to in sequence databases) because of its ability to substitute these fractions of side chains 93 and 100% buried, respectresidues or because substitutions with leucine frequent are ively, somewhat lower conservation was observed.
because it is the most abundant residue in sequences. (vi) Hydrophobic properties specific for α-helices, β-[Arginine-lysine] is the second most frequent SP in most structures and β-turns are better conserved than of the databases. These extremely accessible and hydrophilic properties generic for all secondary structures, probably amino acids have the highest transfer free energies from because of the amphiphilicity of these structures. Such organic solvents to water and the highest absolute entropies. composite properties include the information value on These residues also have the most side chain heteroatoms and accessibility (average fraction 35% accessible, Biou et al., 1988) based on Kabsch and Sander's (1983) the lowest shielding ratio (Mocz, 1995) . The gyration radius dictionary of secondary structures; the normalized (Levitt, 1976 ) and the side chain interaction parameters (Levitt, hydrophobicity scales for β-and α-proteins (Cid et al., 1976) are very high for the long side chains of these residues. 1992); and the average membrane preference (Degli [Aspartate-glutamate] , the third most frequent SP, is formed Esposti et al., 1990) .
by the most hydrophilic amino acids that have the lowest propensity for β-structures and the highest helix termination A higher degree of conservation does not necessarily parameter. imply that a given hydrophobicity property is more adequate
In terms of pairwise substitutions, alanine is the most for, e.g., the prediction of membrane-spanned regions or mutable residue (Dayhoff et al., 1978; and amphipathic structures, than the other less conserved measonly leucines have higher proportion of alanines in fully ures. Higher conservation may result from correlations to conserved positions in the PROBMIN database (53%) than other, well conserved (e.g. steric) parameters, so the observed alanines (57%). Alanine (like leucine) is involved in 16 of the high conservation in hydrophobicity of isoleucine and valine 80 most frequent SPs. Glycine is more conserved (proportion may be in part due to their similarity in steric properties, propensities to form secondary structures, etc. of conserved glycines: 74%) and somewhat less abundant (6.8%) than alanine (8.1%). Glycine is involved in 11 of the costs of experimental one-by-one replacements of amino acids; allowing an increase in the number of positions improved for 80 most abundant SPs, but these are less frequent than the ones with alanine (Ladunga and Smith, 1996) . The high the application. Achieving the desired properties of the protein to be engineered (solubility, substrate specificity, etc.) by mutability of alanine is probably due to its 'default residue' role (Creighton, 1993) . The lack of a γ-carbon, besides contribseveral more conservative substitutions would reduce the risk of disruption of the function of the protein as compared with uting to the high α-helical propensity, also allows substitutions with small steric hindrances. Alanine and glycine are quite few radical substitutions. Take as an example the increasing of the solubility of a vaccine or other protein product. Several insensitive to being fully buried, suggesting that they contribute little energy to folding, as their side chains are neither residues can be substituted by slightly more soluble amino acids. These target amino acids can be selected from among hydrophobic nor hydrophilic (e.g. Kyte and Doolittle, 1982) . However, replacements to the relatively rigid alanine induce the most frequent SPs of the original amino acid with more soluble residue(s). The SP frequencies are quantitative estimsmaller changes in folding than replacements to the flexible glycine, which is prevalent (54%) in a positive φ-conformation ates on how well the original fold and function can be maintained by each of these substitutions. while all the other amino acids have a distinct preference for a negative φ-angle (Overington et al., 1990) . Alanine and the also abundant serine preferentially substitute each other. Both
